Our Town Subarea Plan

An Amendment to the 2007 Town of Basalt Master Plan
Introduction/Background

Since late 2013, the Town of Basalt has been conducting an extensive interactive planning
process intended to gather ideas and input from the community regarding future uses and
development for an area referred to as the Our Town Planning Area (see Figure 1). The
Our Town Planning Area includes the now vacant site of the Pan & Fork Mobile Home Park
(MHP), Lions Park (site that contains the existing Basalt Town Hall and other public
structures), and the Basalt Center Circle Property.
Figure 1 – Our Town Planning Area Parcels

Source: Connect One Design

The Our Town Planning process focused primarily on the issue of determining the
appropriate balance between a riverfront park and commercial uses along the Roaring
Fork River on the former Pan & Fork MHP site. However, the process explored a wide range
of potential uses and ideas for the lands within the study area boundary including ways to
strengthen physical and visual connections to the river corridor. Another key objective of
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the planning process was to seek ways to attract anchor uses that would help generate
interest and vitality in the downtown core. This could occur in the form of a distinctive
tenant (such as a grocery store) or a specific activity on each of the three DAAC parcels
where the other uses and activities could fill in the spaces around the anchor. With the RMI
Innovation Center soon to be activated, and the planned Roaring Fork Conservancy River
Center, the Town also has a unique opportunity to promote and build upon the values
these activities represent for our community.
The planning process engaged over 600 community residents, business owners and school
children through several venues including numerous community meetings, neighborhood
chat sessions, and opportunities to “drop in and draw” at Clasen’s Corner or submit
comments through the Our Town Planning website. The process generated thousands of
drawings and comments. In addition, two community surveys were undertaken. One
survey, which was administered through the Our Town Planning website, allowed people to
vote on which of three development scenarios best represented their goals. A follow-up
scientific survey was conducted by ETC Institute, a professional survey company that was
hired to gather additional feedback on uses and density for the Our Town Planning Area
parcels.
One of the outcomes of this planning process is a report known as the Downtown Area
Advisory Committee (DAAC) Report, which has been incorporated in this master plan
amendment. The DAAC Report includes findings and recommendations intended to
provide overarching development goals and broad-brush guidelines for achieving those
goals within the Our Town Planning Area. The DAAC Report also included a Concept Map
and series of images referred to as Visioning Boards.

The DAAC Report was reviewed by the Basalt Planning & Zoning Commission which then
elected to make some revisions to both the Concept Map and the Visioning Boards. The
Town Council also provided direction for modifications to the DAAC Concept Map via
Resolution 19, Series of 2015. The version of the DAAC report included in this master plan
amendment replaces the DAAC Concept Map with the Our Town Planning Map (OTPM).
The OTPM is based on the DAAC Concept Map with the P&Z and Town Council
Amendments. In addition, the DAAC Vision Boards are replaced with the Our Town Vision
Boards (OTVB) as amended by the P & Z and Council. The Our Town Planning Map
provides generalized land use recommendations in bubble diagram form and the Visioning
Boards contain images depicting a variety of development themes and amenities that are
encouraged within the Planning Area.
Authority, Adoption and Use

In order to give the findings and recommendations contained in the DAAC Report greater
weight in the development review process, the Town has elected to adopt the Report as
part of an amendment to the existing 2007 Town of Basalt Master Plan (Basalt Master Plan).
This document, which includes the DAAC Report, will be referred to as the “Our Town
Master Plan Amendment.” It is important to note that the Town has begun the process of
conducting a comprehensive update to the Basalt Master Plan. The Town expects to
complete that process by mid2016 at which time the policies and recommendations
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contained in the Our Town Master Plan Amendment will be incorporated into the updated
Basalt Master Plan. As a result, the Our Town Master Plan Amendment can be viewed as
an interim document that will be superseded in the near future.
The Colorado Revised Statutes provide planning commissions with the authority to make
and adopt master plans for the physical development of a municipality. Under the
authorizing statutes the master plan is the principal tool by which municipalities may plan
for future land uses, roads, utilities and the other infrastructure necessary to support
forecast growth and population in accordance with community goals. State enabling
legislation governing quasi-judicial actions, such as rezoning and amendments to the Land
Use Code, requires that these actions be evaluated for compliance with the adopted
master plan. These factors highlight the importance of the master plan as a regulatory tool
for municipalities. The Statutes also specify that a master plan is an advisory document for
guiding land development decisions. Section 1.3(H) of the Basalt Home Rule Charter also
grants the Town Council with the power to adopt and maintain a comprehensive master
plan. Therefore, the Our Town Master Plan Amendment has been reviewed and adopted
as a formal amendment to the 2007 Town of Basalt Master Plan by both the Basalt Planning
and Zoning Commission and the Basalt Town Council.

It is the Town’s intent that the findings and recommendations contained in the Our Town
Master Plan Amendment be used in conjunction with the policies and recommendations
of the existing 2007 Basalt Master Plan for future planning purposes and for the purpose of
evaluating development proposals within the Our Town Planning Area. Similarly,
development proposals must consider the policies and recommendations contained in the
Basalt Area Parks, Open Space, and Trails Master Plan (POST Master Plan), which was
adopted by the Basalt Planning and Zoning Commission and the Basalt Town Council on
October 1, 2013. When considering development within the Our Town Planning Area every
attempt should be made to balance the goals and intent of these various planning
documents. However, should there be any unresolvable conflicts or contradictions
between these documents, the policies of the Our Town Master Plan Amendment shall
prevail for lands located within the Our Town Planning Area only and only to the extent of
the issue(s) addressed by the specific policy or policies that are in conflict.
One of the basic tenants of the existing Basalt Master Plan is that it allows room for flexibility
and creativity when considering a particular development proposal’s compliance with the
adopted FLUM where there is evidence of consistency with the goals, objectives and other
policies contained within the Basalt Master Plan. The overarching goal should be to honor
the essence of the Master Plan in total and not focus too much emphasis on any single
aspect of the Plan. Therefore, it should be understood that while the land use pattern and
other elements shown on the OTPM are strongly recommended, they are not immutable
and other options that honor the intent of the findings and recommendations in the Our
Town Master Plan Amendment, as well as the policies contained in the existing Basalt
Master Plan and the POST Master Plan, can be considered. This is particularly true of the
recommendations shown on the OTPM for the Lions Park parcel.
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As was the case when the FLUM contained in the existing Basalt Master Plan was adopted,
the DAAC Concept Map was developed after the exploration of several alternatives
through a community outreach process that involved numerous public meetings and
vigorous discussion. The outcome of this process was a recommended land use pattern
which differs from what’s shown on the 2007 Future Land Use Map. In order to resolve the
potential for confusion regarding the Town’s intentions for development of the lands within
the Our Town Planning Area, the official FLUM for East Basalt has been amended as shown
on Figure 2 of this Master Plan Amendment. Figure 2 shows the boundary for the Planning
Area and refers to the OTPM for guidance regarding future land uses, roadways, public
plazas and open space. Since this master plan amendment deals solely with the Our Town
Planning Area, the revised FLUM is limited to the parcels within the Planning Area boundary.
For all other areas of Town, the FLUM’s contained in the existing Basalt Master Plan (Figures
12a, 12b and 12c) will continue to serve as the official future land use maps.
Figure 2 utilizes the same graphic technique for showing recommended future land use as
was depicted on the future land use maps within the existing Basalt Master Plan. This
technique involves utilizing bold colors and white labels to highlight recommended future
land uses where the future use differs from the existing use. Where the recommended
future land use is the same as the existing land use the color on the map is muted with a
dot pattern screen.
The recommended land uses depicted on the OTPM for the developable portion of the
Pan & Fork MHP site represent an evolution of the Town’s thinking for this property since the
2007 Basalt Master Plan was adopted. The FLUM in the adopted 2007 Basalt Master Plan
shows the Mixed Use Commercial (MUC) land use category extending along the Two Rivers
Road frontage all the way from Midland Avenue on the east to the RMI Innovation Center
site on the west. The OTPM confines the area intended for mixed use development to
roughly the western half of the Pan & Fork MHP site along the Two Rivers Road frontage.
This represents a shift in emphasis toward more open space along the river in the
downtown area. This is consistent with one of the main objectives of the Town’s master
plans dating back to the 1999 Master Plan, which is to acknowledge the importance of the
Fryingpan and Roaring Fork rivers and to incorporate them in the design and
implementation of new projects, both public and private.
The term “mixed-use” as used on the Our Town Planning Map is intended to express the
Town’s preference that development of the parcels within the Our Town Planning Area
express the character of multiple buildings with a mix of complimentary uses. This term is
not intended to require that every building contain a mix of uses or that every parcel within
the study be required to be developed with a mix of uses. The intent is to achieve an
overall character similar to that of the existing downtown core which is comprised of
buildings that contain one or more complimentary uses.”
The community’s perceptions regarding the importance of preserving physical and visual
access through to the river corridor from within the downtown area has probably been
heightened by the recent clearing of the structures and vegetation from the Pan & Fork
MHP site. In addition, the development reviews associated with the RMI Innovation Center
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and RFC River Center office building projects have provided real-world examples of how
development will affect the sense of connection to the river corridor.
Revised Typology Map and Typology Descriptions

This section includes an amended Typology Map and Typology Description Sheets to
provide further guidance for land use and development within the Our Town Planning
Area. The Typology Map and Description Sheets include a new neighborhood type (2d –
Our Town Vitality Area), which covers the entire Our Town Planning Area. The Typology
Description sheets incorporate the Core Values and Guiding Principles from the DAAC
Report. They also include images and text intended to further illustrate the Town’s intent
with respect to the character of development within the Our Town Planning Area. The
typology descriptions should be used in conjunction with the other policies and
recommendations contained in this master plan amendment and in the 2007 Master Plan
as a guide for development proposals and development reviews.
Potential Zoning Changes and Other Recommendations

In order to move forward with implementation of the DAAC Report, the Town Council
approved Resolution No. 03, Series of 2015. This Resolution identified several initial steps for
implementing the recommendations contained in the Report (see Table 1 in the
appendix), including revising the Basalt Master Plan which is being accomplished by this
Amendment. The Town anticipates that the steps listed in Table 1 will continue to be
expanded and refined in order to achieve Community Goals.
One of the purposes of master planning is to provide a guide for potential zoning changes
through the designation of future land uses (Future Land Use Map) and other
recommendations addressing development characteristics such as density, building
height, and the amount of required open space. The general idea is to amend the official
zoning map to make it more compatible with the FLUM, either on a parcel-by-parcel basis
as development occurs, or through a more proactive approach initiated by the Town itself.
The DAAC Report includes a recommendation to review the Town’s existing Community
Serving Commercial (CSC) zoning to determine whether it could be used to implement the
findings contained in the Report. This recommendation is hereby expanded to state that
the Town should evaluate the best zoning to achieve the findings and recommendations
contained in the DAAC Report. This analysis should include the evaluation of zone districts
contained within the existing Zoning Code (Chapter 16 of the Basalt Municipal Code) as
well as any potential new district(s), if necessary.
The Basalt Center Circle Property has a variety of complex issues and constraints which will
need to be carefully considered in order to achieve community goals while permitting the
successful redevelopment of this property. The findings and recommendations contained
in the DAAC Report provide a basic framework for considering the development potential
of this property. However, a more detailed analysis is warranted in order to better plan for
internal circulation, parking, building density and other development and community
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character related issues. The redevelopment of the Basalt Center Circle Property will be an
important project that has the potential to significantly enhance the downtown area if
properly planned. Examples of issues include the need to implement pedestrian
connections to and through this property to provide access to Midland Avenue, to the river
corridor, and to other adjacent businesses. This issue was highlighted as something that
needs to be front and center by members of the Planning Commission during the review
and adoption of this Master Plan Amendment. In addition, this site has been considered as
a possible location to accommodate public parking to help address the downtown
parking shortage. The Town should consider coordinating with the property owners to
conduct a special area study to address the unique challenges and opportunities
associated with this property.
One of the key recommendations of the DAAC report is to connect the Town to the rivers
and preserve physical and visual access to the rivers. The Town completed the Basalt Area
Parks, Open Space and Trails Master Plan (POST Master Plan) in October of 2013. This
document also emphasizes the importance of enhancing pedestrian and bicycle
connectivity and includes planning principals to be considered in the design and
development of new trails and walkways. This document should be reviewed for
recommendations that could be implemented to further the goals of the DAAC plan
related to trails and pedestrian connectivity. In addition, the Town should consider
studying potential routes for new trails or extensions of existing trails to better connect the
downtown area with the river corridor and with the surrounding residential neighborhoods.
One of the important recommendations of the POST Master Plan and actions resulting from
the Our Town Planning effort is to implement the Two Rivers Greenway Master Plan. This has
also been identified as a top priority in the Town Council’s 2015 Work Plan. As part of that
effort, the Town will be holding additional public hearings to consider refinements to that
plan including the Woonerf concepts included in the DAAC report. Another topic of
consideration will be making Two River’s Road a one-way corridor in order to make a lessexpensive platform for pedestrians and bicyclists.
The members of the Planning and Zoning Commission also emphasized the need to create
active streetscapes and meaningful connections throughout the Our Town Planning Area
and these are emphasized in the typologies which are discussed later in this amendment.
Also discussed was the need to ensure that future development blends with the character
of the existing downtown and that this should be accomplished, at least in part, by
incorporating some character-based provisions in the language of any zone districts that
might be adopted for use within the Our Town Planning Area.
There are a number of the other issues that are important to the future of downtown Basalt
and that have not been addressed in any detail in the DAAC Report or in this Master Plan
Amendment. Among these issues are addressing the downtown parking shortage and the
long-term plan for Basalt’s administrative offices, which are located in Lions Park. The Town
is currently in the process of conducting a more comprehensive update of the 2007 Town
of Basalt Master Plan and these issues could be a topic of consideration during that
process. However, potential developers contemplating development proposals on lands
within the Our Town Planning Area should be aware that the Town will be expecting such
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projects to address parking needs during the development review process. Projects which
go beyond providing that parking which is required solely for their project and offer
additional parking to offset the downtown shortage are encouraged.
Next Steps and Master Plan Adaptability

Communities are constantly changing and planning documents should allow enough
flexibility to adapt to those changes while achieving the goals and objectives contained
within them. As an example, the Our Town Planning Map was intentionally drawn using
generalized bubble diagrams to avoid being overly rigid in terms of the precise location
and magnitude of future development and to encourage creative thinking with respect to
the best way to achieve the findings and recommendations contained in the DAAC report
and in this Master Plan Amendment.
This Master Plan Amendment should be viewed as an important step in a communitybased effort to improve and enliven Basalt’s historic downtown core. Implementation of
the findings and recommendations contained in the DAAC Report can be achieved
through a variety of measures such as refinements of the Our Town Master Planning Map.
The Town Council’s recent move to clarify which portion of the former Pan & Fork Site can
be used for potential buildings versus the area to be reserved for park/open space (see
Town Council Resolution 19, Series of 2015) is an example of such a refinement.

At the time this Master Plan Amendment was being prepared, the Town of Basalt was
continuing to work on more detailed planning studies for the parcels located within the Our
Town Planning Area boundary. These studies, which were analyzed by the Basalt Planning
& Zoning Commission through an iterative process involving the review of numerous
alternatives, examined development factors that were considered beyond the scope of
the Our Town Master Plan Amendment (e.g. building square footage, massing, height, and
footprint location). However, the detailed planning studies were conducted with an
understanding of the findings and recommendations contained in the DAAC Report and in
a prior draft of this Master Plan Amendment.
During the process of evaluating the more detailed planning studies, the Basalt Planning
and Zoning Commission made recommendations as to a preferred alternative for a portion
of the Our Town Planning Area (Pan & Fork Parcel, Lions Park and Merino Park) to the Town
Council for consideration at their July 28, 2015 meeting. The Council supported the
Planning Commission’s efforts and directed its financial advisor to conduct a fiscal analysis
of the preferred alternative as well as alternatives with both lesser and greater
development density in order to provide a comprehensive fiscal impact picture that
brackets a range of development options (see Resolution No. 34, Series of 2015). Efforts
such as these are expected to continue in order to implement this Master Plan
Amendment.
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Table 1
Initial Implementation Steps
(Resolution No. 03, Series of 2015)

C. FINANCIAL

B. COMMITTEES AND BOARDS

A. PHYSICAL AND LEGAL

Project
Tow n Assessment of
I nfrastructure Deficiencies
Complete land surv ey and title
research

Who

• Tow n Engineer
• Consultants
• Utility Prov iders
• Public Works Department
• Title & Surv ey Companies
• Consulting Attorneys

I dentify and resolv e legal
obstacles

• Tow n Attorney

Analyze physical constraints

• Consultants

Analyze and Dev elop Land Use
Regulations

• P&Z
• Potentially consultants

Master Plan Amendments Rev iew and Revise applicable
portions of the Tow n’s adopted
Master Plan to incorporate
recommendations

• P&Z

Re-activate Two Riv ers
Greenway Master Plan

• POST

Create Park Plan & construction
documents for Riv er Front Park

• POST

Work on pedestrian connections
to Dow ntow n

• POST

Refine program for bringing arts
into the Dow ntown

• ARTS Council
• Wyly Arts Center

Refine and Plan Affordable
Housing Projects in Downtown

• BACH
• Housing Corporation

Conversations with Property
Ow ners to understand their
potential roles in implementing
DAAC Report

• Tow n Manager
• DAAC members

Determine Benefit/Cost Analysis
of major infrastructure
I mprov ements

• Tow n Manager

Determine w hich financial tools
the Town will utilize to implement
the Plan
Rev ise 10-Year CIP to I nclude
I nfrastructure for I mplementing
Plan

Our Town Subarea Plan

• Tow n Financial Adv isor
• Tow n Manager
• Tow n Council

Notes

To include Our Town Planning
Area plus Midland Avenue and
Two Riv ers Road
This task is almost complete
Some issues hav e been
identified and w ork is being
done on them

I ncludes slope rev iew by Old
Recycle Site and adjacent to
M idland Spur

I ncludes analyzing current CSC
Zone District for amendment
and applicability to Riv er Front
Parcel (aka dev elopment
portion of Pan & Fork Property)
and Analysis of creating a formbased code

I ncludes public hearing and
discussion to determine if
modifications are necessary to
2007 Plan

Some ideas w ill cost significant
funds.
See Kimmel M emo dated
October 30, 2014 to DAAC

• Tow n Manager/Finance Director
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